
Midsummer Overture


Track 1 Overture/Palace Transitions


Preset Onsta


00:00-00:07: Empty stage.


00:07-00:30 Footmen (Ensemble) x 4 Enter from 4 locations (Staircase each side plus SL and 
SR exits). They have between them an Old Fashioned Radio (to be placed on) a tall thin table. 
Two others have chairs. They get placed into appropriate position in middle of stage. Move into 
formation.


00:30-00:45: Theseus and Hippolyta enter, playbills in hand. Hand a playbill each to a footman, 
and a coat each to another. Exit. Ensemble exits to put items away.


00:45-01:00: Helena Enters, flustered. Attempts to sit down and take a breath.


01:00-01:15: Hermia and Lysander enter, very much in love. Helena sees and leaves, rolling 
eyes. Hermia and Lysander react and leave. Ensemble re enters to bring chairs to center.


01:15-01:30: - Quince Enters and sits, Flute enters from opposite, holding headshot, tries to 
look dramatic. Hand shake from Quince and exit. Ensemble remove chairs and turn to back 
wall.


01:30-01:45 Hermia and Lysander enter again, try to find a place to be together and succeed 
until….


01:45-02:00: Egeus and Demetrius enter, Hermia and Lysander rush away unseen, hidden by 
Ensemble. Egeus hands Demetrius a ring box and they go separate ways. Ensemble brings 
chairs to different audition location.


02:00 - 02:15: Quince Enters again and sits, Bottom enters, holding headshot, does something 
ridiculous. Hand shake from Quince and exit. Ensemble remove chairs to upstage.


02:15-02:30 Demetrius and Helena enter from staircase each. Both see each other and rush off 
to SR and SL exits. Ensemble push each off to exits. 


02:30-02:45: Quince is chased from the Offstage floor entrance up and across to SR exit by all 
mechanicals holding headshots aloft. Ensemble take headshots from them as they stand in 
diagonal.


02:45-03:00 Ensemble bring chairs to final center position next to radio as Theseus and 
Hippolyta enter to center and Theseus turns off music.


